
That’s great and all but how do we see groups of tasks?  Let’s look at the list of done tasks.  
Do that by clicking the ‘Done’ click box on the main screen:


Note that the tasks are listed in descending done date/time order limited by the date in the 
date box.  If you change the date in that box, it will change what tasks are shown.


Also here are four different date display range options that can be used with both done tasks 
and with tasks that are not completed.


‘All Prior’ shows all tasks with either done or task date less than the date in the date picker.  


‘2 Wks Prior’ shows all tasks with either done or task date between the date in the date picker 
and the date two weeks prior to the date in the date picker.  This is helpful because when 
displaying done tasks, displaying TOO many at one time will slow down the display.  This is the 
default setting set when the ‘Done’ click box is clicked on.  You can change the horizon just by 
clicking on the date range drop down menu.  


‘Today Only’ shows only tasks with a done date or task date equal to the date in the date 
picker.  This can be used to validate newly entered tasks.




‘All’ shows all done or uncompleted tasks no matter if the date is future dated or not.


On top of that, the Search field allows you to do compound searches on all data in the task.  In 
this example, a search for the term ‘back’ filtered the display down to three tasks.


To do compound searches across fields, you will need to do a combined search field run to 
make that possible.  This option also allows you to use the tags as search terms.   These fields 
are not updated on the fly as tasks are added currently but by running the rebuild option (which 
takes seconds), it opens up that capability.


So let’s walk through an example of that type of build and search.  Take ‘Database > Rebuild 
Search Keys’ to initiate the build.




If you click on ‘Include Tag data’ it will include the tag data you have build into the search key 
rebuild.  If you don’t use tags, it will run slightly faster if you don’t click that box.


Once that’s completed, you can search across fields as well as by the entered tags:


In this scenario, the user is searching by ‘support’ (which is a component of several tags) and 
then can make that more specific by searching for ‘support atlanta’.  




If I click on one of these tasks, you can see the tags:


Other task managers use tags but require multiple tags to for example, allow you to pull up 
‘support’ tasks vs ‘support atlanta’ tasks.  You need a ‘Support’ and a ‘support atlanta’ tag to 
make that work.  In this app, you only need one.  Doesn’t sound like much until you need to 
enter 20 tasks.



